The main result established in this paper is that a connected 2-manifold without boundary has finite domain rank if and only if it is homeomorphic to some domain of a compact connected 2-manifold without boundary.
2. Proof of the theorem. Henceforth the term surface will mean a connected 2-manifold. If M is a surface without boundary, then M is called closed if M is compact; otherwise, M is called open. A compact surface will always mean a compact connected 2-manifold with boundary. If iW is a surface, then bd M and int M will denote the boundary and interior of M respectively.
If M is a closed surface, then it is well known (see [2] ) that M is either a 2-sphere or M has a topologically unique representation as the connected sum of « tori or « projective planes, » §1. As usual, the genus of M, denoted by g(M), is defined to be 0 if M is a 2-sphere and is defined to be « if M is topologically the connected sum of « tori or « projective planes. It is well known that the connected sum T §P = P #P §P = 3P.
Using this fact one can easily establish the following lemma. It is possible to use the results of [2] to prove Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 2.9. However the author has chosen to establish them by more elementary methods.
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